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Arterial reconstructions using autogenous veins are often compromised by late graft stenoses, diffuse constrictions, and occasional aneurysmal dilatations. Comprehensive studies of alterations within vein grafts, following transplantation to the arterial circulation, are few in number. Knowledge is even more meager regarding the immediate effects of differing procurement, preparation and placement techniques upon transplanted veins. The present investigation entails a light and electron microscopic assessment of early cellular and subcellular changes following use of three different vein graft preparation media.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ileofemoral and internal jugular veins were excised from anesthetized adult dogs following intravenous administration of sodium heparin (150 units/kg). Particular care was taken to avoid unnecessary trauma to the vein during dissection and removal. A portion of the vein was immediately fixed for control study. The remaining tissue was divided into thirds, each piece being approximately 2.0 cm in length. Each segment was rapidly immersed in a different storage solution (75-100 ml) contained in flasks mounted on a platform mechanical agitator. Preparation media included (I) heparinized whole blood at 20°C; (II) tissue culture medium at 20°C; and (III) balanced salt solution at 5°C. The first medium, venous blood, exhibited osmolalities of approximately 300 mOsm/liter. Initial pH ranged from 7.3 to 7.6, and in each instance became more alkalotic during the experiment. The culture medium employed was BME with 10% calf serum and HEPES buffer. This solution's osmolality was 295 mOsm/liter. Its initial pH of 7.3 also rose slightly during the storage period. The balanced salt medium employed was lactated Ringers solution with a pH of 6.5. Electrolyte composition of this solution was Na+ 130+, K+ 4, Ca++ 3, Cl− 109, and HCO3− 28 meq/liter. This particular medium was frozen and subsequently crushed to form a “slush” prior to use. During tissue storage its osmolality decreased from greater than 550 mOsm/liter initially, to approximately 270 mOsm/liter as melting neared completion. This reflected solute concentration in the liquid portion of the “slush.” Veins were subjected to 30-, 60-, 90-, and 120-min storage in each medium at which times segments were removed for study. One-hundred-sixty-nine vein specimens, including control tissues, were examined.

Vein segments were fixed immediately in 3% glutaraldehyde–2% paraformaldehyde in cocodylate buffer. Tissue for scanning electron microscopy was critical point dried after ethanol dehydration and amyl acetate immersion. Fixed tissue for transmission electron microscopy was diced into small pieces, approximately 0.5mm³. These speci-
imens were postfixed in 2% OsO\textsubscript{4} and stained with 0.5% uranyl acetate-lead citrate. Following dehydration with ethanol the tissues were embedded in Epon 812. Additional specimens were prepared for light microscopy with hematoxylin and eosin, Verhoeff’s and Masson stains. Particular attention was directed to identifying representative areas of each vein that were typical of the entire segment.

RESULTS

Macroscopic differences among veins incubated in the three preparation solutions became obvious following 30 min of storage. Most striking were changes occurring in the veins incubated in the salt solution. Increased vessel wall thickness, edematous appearing intimal tissue, and a loss of adventitial compactness, characterized these specimens. Whole blood, and to a lesser degree culture medium, were not associated with such marked morphologic alterations. Gross vessel appearances after periods of storage up to 60 min in these latter two media were similar to those of control veins.

Scanning electron microscopy documented predictable changes involving intimal structures. Apparent endothelial cell swelling and loss of surface microvilli were common after 90- to 120-min storage in all three media. Incubation in whole blood invariably produced alterations of lesser magnitude than were associated with salt solution storage (Fig. 1). Microvilli after 60-min whole blood incubation were similar to controls. Even following 120 min, they remained better preserved than after 60-min exposure to salt solution. Intimal ulcers, representing focal cellular disruptions and exposure of subendothelial connective tissue, were frequently observed after 120-min incubation in salt medium.

Transmission electron microscopy of many vein segments revealed marked derangements of ultrastructural elements and tissue organization. Vessels prepared in whole blood, although far from normal, were least affected. Morphology of veins subjected to brief incubation periods in blood (Fig. 2A) was remarkably similar to the controls. Endothelial cells after preparation in blood for as long as 120 min were usually intact, maintaining close apposition to relatively normal appearing subendothelial structures (Fig. 2B). Altered smooth muscle cell organelles were demonstrable after long incubations in blood, but were never as pronounced as occurred with other preparation media. Prolonged tissue culture medium storage resulted in frequent detachment of endothelial cells from underlying fragmented connective tissue (Fig. 3). Abnormalities within endothelial basal lamina were more obvious than intracellular alterations, and invariably preceded cell detachment. Degenerative changes of smooth muscle mitochondria and confluenes of micropinocytotic vesicles were common findings in these preparations. Disturbance of normal structures occurred with regularity following all balanced salt solution preparations, being most advanced after 120 min (Fig. 4). Tissues treated in this manner were invariably devoid of endothelial cells, manifested marked disruption of subendothelial structures, and exhibited frequent fragmentation of smooth muscle cells. Large intracellular vacuoles, mitochondrial rupture, and loss of recognizable myofilament architecture were commonplace. Intercellular debris and fluids accumulated throughout the vessel wall.

Effects of differing preparation media upon adventitial structures involved significant alterations of vasa vasorum and connective tissue organization. Vasa vasoral endothelial cells exhibited multiple intracellular vesicles and vacuoles following storage in comparison to controls (Fig. 5). These changes were recognized after prolonged storage in all media. Transmission electron microscopy also revealed an increase of adventitial ground substance and cellular debris between widely separated collagen bundles in these specimens.

Light microscopic findings proved to be in agreement with those evolving from electron
FIG. 1A. Scanning electron micrograph of vein segment incubated 60 min in whole blood at 20°C (× 4,000). Endothelial cells are intact and microvilli well preserved.

FIG. 1B. Scanning electron micrograph of vein segment incubated 60 min in balanced salt solution at 5°C (× 4,000), exhibiting apparent endothelial cell swelling and marked diminution of visible microvilli.
FIG. 2B. Transmission electron micrograph of vein segment immersed in whole blood 120 min (cross-section, x 10,000). Intact endothelial cell (e) in close apposition to relatively compact subendothelial connective tissue; microvilli (mv) project into the lumen (L); smooth muscle (sm) mitochondria (m) appear swollen with few cristae; collagen fiber bundles (c).
FIG. 3. Transmission electron micrograph of vein segment immersed in BME tissue culture medium 120 min (cross-section, x 10,000). Endothelial cell (e) detached at one point from loose appearing subendothelial connective tissue; microvilli (mv) are maintained; large vesicles (v) occur as confluences of microinocytotic vesicles (pv) in the smooth muscle cell (sm); indistinct myoflaments (mf) and mitochondrial degeneration (m) are apparent.
FIG. 4. Transmission electron micrograph of vein segment immersed in balanced salt solution 120 min (cross-section, × 10,000). Complete detachment of endothelial cell (e); disruption of subendothelial connective tissue (set); fragmentation of smooth muscle cell (sm) with loss of identifiable intracellular organelles.
FIG. 5A. Transmission electron micrograph of large, normal vasa vasorum in control specimen (cross-section, x5,000) exhibiting intact endothelial cells.

FIG. 5B. Transmission electron micrograph of vasa vasorum from vein segment incubated in whole blood 120 min (cross-section, x7000) demonstrating extensive vacuolization (v) of endothelial cell (e).
microscopic studies. Expected intimal disruptions with endothelial cell loss, and increased vessel thickness due to extracellular edema as well as intracellular swelling, could be noted with light studies, but were often poorly defined. Loss of adventitial compactness which often occurred following salt solution storage, was less common in culture medium, and was infrequent after incubation in whole blood (Fig. 6). Quite striking was the repeated paucity of recognizable vasa vasorum within the adventitia of vessels prepared in balanced salt solution for periods greater than 60 min. It was apparent that subtle cellular changes and subcellular events were not discernable using routine studies, and that certain important occurrences such as loss of vasa vasorum elements were not identified by electron microscopic study.

DISCUSSION

Detailed clinical studies of autogenous saphenous vein aorto-coronary, aorto-popliteal, and aorto-renal arterial reconstructions have recently documented an unusually high incidence of graft abnormalities [4-6, 24, 27]. Factors indigenous to the local arterial circulation may be responsible for certain lesions. Diffuse stenoses secondary to intimal fibroplasia in coronary revascularizations, and generalized graft expansion, common in renal artery bypasses, may be a reflection of differing pressure and flow character within these conduits. Numerous experimental and clinical studies have focused attention on the histologic character of autogenous veins exposed to arterial blood flow [2, 12-14, 22, 24, 26-29, 32, 33], including a scattering of reports describing alterations in tissue ultrastructure [3, 7-9, 11, 18, 20, 23, 25, 31, 34]. Recent investigations have examined the physical properties of veins subjected to differing preparation techniques [1] as well as following long-term implantation within the arterial circulation [30]. Few reports have dealt with morphologic and histologic changes occurring as a consequence of the transplant process [10, 22, 31, 32].

Certain facts emerge from the present study, although interpretation of electron microscopic findings must be tempered by the realization that little has been published concerning the character of normal veins [11, 19, 20, 25]. Loss of the intimal lining has been a generally accepted consequence of vein transplantation. Typical endothelial projections [23] became less noticeable in the present study with longer immersion of vein segments. Although the existence of microvilli may reflect structural intactness, electron dense endothelial cell cytoplasm (Fig. 2) raises concern for cell viability [34]. Exposure of subendothelial tissues, enhancing subsequent intraluminal thrombus formation [17], or inflammatory cell response to accumulation of subendothelial debris, may be prerequisite to, and the stimulus for, later fibroplasia. Smooth muscle cells, in contrast to other structures, are relatively resistant to the effects of preparation media (excepting salt solution). This would be expected in light of many studies demonstrating contraction of viable cells in thoroughly dissected vessels mounted for hours in oxygenated physiologic salt solution. This is not to deny that necrosis of certain smooth muscles cells is directly attributable to the transplant process. Fibroblasts, like most smooth muscle cells, appear immune to early morphologic change when immersed in storage media. Adventitial derangements may underlie some late graft abnormalities such as aneurysmal dilatation and medial fibrosis. An understanding of the anatomic distribution of vasa vasorum and the mechanisms of transplanted vein vascularizations [15-17, 21, 26, 33] supports a conviction that the immediate blood supply to medial elements is at best tenuous. Further disruption of remaining vasa vasorum might preclude adequate mural revascularization and result in irreparable medial injury.

Preparation media pH, osmolality,
FIG. 6. Light micrograph (Masson stain) of adventitial tissue in control vein (A) × 700, compared to veins subjected to 120-min storage in whole blood (B) × 500, and 120-min storage in balanced salt solution (C) × 500. Normal compact collagen bundles (c₁) become disorganized and fragmented in tissues exposed to preparation media (c₂, c₃); vasa vasorum (v₁) also loses its distinctness (v₂) and undergoes disruption (v₃) during this process.

oxygen tension, and temperature are important variables affecting tissue preservation. Availability of adequate energy substrate is also a necessary factor in maintaining extended cell stability. The sequelae of prolonged vein immersion in an acid "slush," having marked hyperosmolar properties, were well established in this study. Hypothermia with diminution of metabolic activity is desirable in tissue preservation, but the specific method reported herein is not an acceptable means to that end. Different media evaluated in this investigation reflected a choice of solutions currently utilized in many vascular reconstructions employing vein grafts. No attempt to define an optimal preparation medium was intended, although whole blood produced few recognizable morphologic changes in vein segments stored for brief periods of time.

Caution must be exercised in extrapolating early derangements shown in this experiment to the eventual fate of vein grafts. However, the findings should not be ignored. It is unreasonable to expect any reparative process, following disruption of medial smooth muscle cells and intercellular accumulation of debris, not to include significant proliferative fibroplasia. Similarly, disruption of vasa vasorum may eventuate in irreversible mural ischemia. These events, and others incurred during graft procurement, may represent primary factors causing late vein graft failure. Avoidance of cellular and subcellular changes that may be associated with later complications is a logical consideration resulting from the present ex-
experiment. In this regard, whole blood would be preferable to culture medium or balanced salt solution for vein graft preservation under conditions utilized in this investigation.
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